Parent Collaborative Network Agenda
Tuesday, November 7, 2017
Members Present: Jenny Whitney, Sarah Raper, Elaine Jack, Keri Wray,
Kelly Flowers, Angela Carson, Lori Roy
Visitors: Tiffany Walker
Date: 11/7/17
Time: 8:15am
Location: CFCI Museum Room
ANNOUNCEMENTS:

DISCUSSION:
Giftedness

15 minutes

Movies in the
classroom

10 minutes

Lori shared with the group that we are
developing a process for identifying giftedness.
Not an AIG program, but an integrated system
for identifying student needs, differentiating
work, proving in depth thinking and doing so
through enrichment plans under the MTSS
model.
Goal is to have a rough draft of the process in
place with a group in the spring.
Social/Emotional- we will be working with
teachers, counselor and school psychologist to
make sure these students have an outlet of
support
Concerns over the giftedness label and how that
can have a positive/negative impact with
students individually and the perception of
students as a whole, so being careful with how
we do this.
Jenny shared that she is thrilled with
individualized education this year!
Elaine shared her appreciation of the investment
in children at the school.
Discussion over continuing to handle students in
the way that we do that the risk of “labeling.”
Types of movies in classroom, not necessarily
educationally focuses. Intensity, fear-factor,
and timing concerns. Choice of movie selection.
Discussion over had it been brought back to the
teachers. Lunch time, indoor “recess,” etc.
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Gen-X

15 minutes

Fundraising
Snapshot

10 minutes

concerns.
- Morning care is a huge element
- Class content
PPRC will be discussing- it on today’s meeting
agenda. We will be looking at guidelines for
Morning Care and procedures for showing movies
in the classroom (core content, etc.) as well as
“survival mode.”
Reminder that the “fall back” can certainly be
media sometimes, but not all the time.
PCN wants to be clear that they completely trust
teachers to make these calls, they were just
curious about the process for ensuring curricular
connections, etc..
- Some families concerned over school
addressing concern.
Discussion over research that members
have done. RO system pros and cons.
CFPUA shows that it is getting better,
but still not meeting minimum standards.
- Discussion over children being able to
bring in multiple bottles of water.
- Suggestion: Share that this is what we
are doing now, here are suggestions for
families.
- Help families understand that it is more
than just
- Funding, county says it is safe, if families
disagree it is personal responsibility
(example: eating organic food), likely cost
replacing the water fountain in addition to
filters.
- Kathy shared that water fountains on
sinks had to be removed.
Action: Kelly and Elaine will craft an email
for families.
Discussion over the document Jenny and Angela
created- looks great, thank you!
It is four pages long, so if parents are filling like
we fundraise a lot, it is because we do.
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Discussed the need to re-categorize:
Fundraising Events, Social/Community Give Back
events, Other Fundraisers…
Title: Opportunities to Support CFCI

Supply/School
Pak update

10 minutes

General
Updates from
members

15 minutes

Committee will take another look and give
feedback to Jenny on the document.
Survey went out, getting feedback. Angela and
Lori will touch base with Sandy this month to see
the results.
-

K-3 Fence Update- Kathy Coke joined
us, shared that we have covered
rebar/temporary fix. The job is
bigger than a simple fence. Kathy
shared that if you know someone who
is willing to give a bid to have them
contact Kathy Coke- kcoke@cfci.net.
Kelly has some contacts she will reach
out to and direct them to Kathy.

-

Dress Code questions/concernsTalked about the nature of dress
codes often being geared towards
females and being able to address
those concerns without hurting their
body image. PCN feels teaching an
understanding of rules being in place
for a reason and that this has nothing
to do with bodies, distractions, etc. is
important. If parents have concerns
and have alternative solutions, Mrs.
Roy is absolutely open to hearing
them.

-

Hot Lunch revisit- Discussed similar
logistical and commitment concerns as
last month’s meeting. PCN let the
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individual know that if she wants
further discussion that she could
come to the meeting. Parent did not
come today. PCN feedback- we
struggle to arrange hot lunch one day
a week, we do not have a cafeteria.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
Kelly is thankful for everyone for the card and positive thoughts in her recovery!
FUTURE DISCUSSION ITEMS:

